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0. INTRODUCTION
The ﬁrst part of this paper concerns homological identities such as the
Auslander–Buchsbaum formula and Bass’s theorem. If A is a noetherian
commutative local ring and M is a ﬁnitely generated nonzero A-module,
then the following statements hold:
(1) (Auslander–Buchsbaum formula) If pdM < ∞, then pdM+
depthM = depthA.
(2) (Bass’s theorem) If idM <∞, then idM = depthA. (If such an
M exists, then A is also Cohen–Macaulay, i.e., depthA = K dimA).
(3) (No-holes theorem) Let S be the simple A-module. Then for
every i between depthM and idM , ExtiASM = 0.
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These results were generalized to the noncommutative graded case in
[Jo1, Jo2] and to the noncommutative local case in [WZ1, WZ2]. If A is
a noetherian local algebra and a ﬁnite module over its center, then (1)
and (2) were also proved in [Ni, 1.6] and [GN, 4.11]. It is natural to ask
whether some versions of these hold for nonlocal, noncommutative alge-
bras. In the commutative case, one may use localization to pass to the local
situation. In the noncommutative case, however, localization is not always
available. So, we need a “global” approach. Fortunately, the proof given
in [Jo1, Jo2] can be modiﬁed to obtain these identities for certain nonlo-
cal, fully bounded noetherian (FBN) rings admitting dualizing complexes.
Examples of FBN rings include artinian algebras and noetherian polynomial
identity (PI) rings (i.e., rings satisfying polynomial identities). We refer to
[MR, Chaps, 6 and 13] and [GW, Chap. 8] for the deﬁnitions and basic
properties of FBN rings and PI rings.
Theorem 0.1. Let A be an AS–Gorenstein algebra of injective dimension
d, which is either FBN or semilocal. Let M be a ﬁnitely generated nonzero left
A-module.
(1) (Auslander–Buchsbaum formula) If pdM < ∞, then pdM +
depthM = d.
(2) (Bass’s theorem) If idM <∞, then idM = d.
(3) (No-holes theorem) For every integer i between depthM and idM ,
there is a simple A-module S such that ExtiASM = 0.
The terminology is explained in Section 1. The proof and some gener-
alizations of 0.1 are given in Section 3. Note that 0.1 can be obtained for
some classes of noncommutative algebras from the commutative results.
For example, if An is the nth Weyl algebra over a base ﬁeld of positive
characteristic, then its center is a commutative polynomial algebra and the
statements of 0.1 hold for the center. By a theorem of [Re], the algebra
An is Azumaya, and thus 0.1 follows from the commutative case. Since An
is Azumaya, 0.1 can also be proved by the localization method. (We thank
Lance Small for communicating the result of [Re].)
Brown and Goodearl [BG, 1.14] proved that a noetherian afﬁne (i.e.,
ﬁnitely generated) PI Hopf algebra with ﬁnite left and right injective dimen-
sion is AS-Gorenstein. We refer to [Mo] for deﬁnitions and basic theories
of Hopf algebras and to [Br, BG] for homological properties of noetherian
PI Hopf algebras. Combining [BG, 1.14] with 0.1, we obtain
Corollary 0.2. Let H be a noetherian afﬁne PI Hopf algebra with ﬁnite
left and right injective dimension. Then the conclusions (1, 2, 3) of 0.1 hold.
The second part of the paper concerns the question of when an algebra
has ﬁnite left and right injective dimension (as left and right modules over
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itself, respectively). In particular, we are interested in the following question
asked by Brown [Br, Question A]:
Does every noetherian afﬁne PI Hopf algebra have ﬁnite left and right injec-
tive dimension?
We give an afﬁrmative answer under the ﬁltered noetherian hypothesis.
Theorem 0.3. Let H be an afﬁne PI Hopf algebra. If H is ﬁltered noethe-
rian, then H has ﬁnite left and right injective dimension.
An afﬁne algebra A is called ﬁltered noetherian if there is a ﬁltration of A
such that the associated graded ring grA is connected graded and noethe-
rian. Such a ﬁltration is called a noetherian ﬁltration. Stafford and Zhang
[SZ2] discovered a class of noetherian afﬁne PI algebras which have no
noetherian ﬁltrations. However, we do not know whether every noetherian
afﬁne PI Hopf algebra has a noetherian ﬁltration. As an application of 0.3,
the following holds by verifying the existence of a noetherian ﬁltration.
Corollary 0.4. Let H be an afﬁne PI Hopf algebra. If H is a ﬁnite
module over its noetherian center, then H has ﬁnite left and right injective
dimension.
We also study the following open question:
If a noetherian algebra A has ﬁnite left injective dimension, does A have
ﬁnite right injective dimension?
This question is unsolved even for ﬁnite-dimensional algebras. Connec-
tions of this question to other questions/results for ﬁnite dimensional alge-
bras were discussed in [AR, Ha]. Some partial results in low injective
dimensions were obtained in [Ho]. In the graded case, [Jo3, 4.6] proved
that if A is a connected graded algebra with a balanced dualizing complex,
then A is left AS-Gorenstein if and only if A is right AS-Gorenstein. We
prove the following result analogously to [Jo3, 4.6].
Theorem 0.5. If A is a noetherian local PI algebra, then A has ﬁnite left
injective dimension if and only if it has ﬁnite right injective dimension.
By a result of [Za, Lemma A], if a noetherian ring has ﬁnite left and
right injective dimension, then they are equal. The proofs of Theorems 0.3
and 0.5, as well as some variants and generalizations, are given in Section 4.
Our main tool is the dualizing complex introduced in [Ye1, Ye2, YZ].
Some properties of dualizing complexes are discussed in Section 2.
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1. PRELIMINARIES
Throughout the paper, A is a left noetherian algebra over a ﬁxed
base ﬁeld k. We usually work with left A-modules and complexes of left
A-modules. We say that an A-module is ﬁnite if it is ﬁnitely generated.
Let A◦ denote the opposite ring of A, and let an A◦-module mean a right
A-module.
Some notations used herein about complexes and derived categories can
be found in [WZ1, WZ2]. For example, D−f A (resp. D+f ADbf A) is
the derived category of right-bounded (resp. left-bounded, bounded) com-
plexes of left A-modules with ﬁnite cohomological modules.
Let X be a complex of A-modules. We use pdX and idX for the pro-
jective dimension and injective dimension of X, respectively. Deﬁne
id0X = max	i 
 ExtiSX = 0 for some simple A-module S
and
pd0X = max	i 
 ExtiXS = 0 for some simple A-module S
Here ExtiXY  stands for ExtiAXY  when X and Y are complexes of
A-modules. It is clear that id0X ≤ idX and pd0X ≤ pdX, and the equal-
ities hold in some special cases (e.g., [WZ1, 5.7]). We show next that for
FBN rings, pd0X = pdX for all X ∈ D−f A. Recall that A is left FBN if
it is left noetherian and if every prime factor ring B of A has the follow-
ing property: Every essential left ideal contains a nonzero two-sided ideal.
Right FBN is deﬁned similarly. If A is both left and right FBN, then we
say that A is FBN.
Lemma 1.1. Let A be FBN and X ∈ D−f A. Let i be an integer. If
ExtiXS = 0 for all simple A-modules S, then ExtiXN = 0 for all ﬁnite
A-modules N . Consequently, pdX = pd0X.
Lemma 1.1 was proved in [Ra, Theorem 7] when X is a module instead
of a complex.
Proof. Use induction on the Krull dimension Kdim N . Suppose the
assertion holds for all ﬁnite modules of Kdim < d. Now assume KdimN =
d. By a standard argument for FBN rings (see, for example, [SZ1, 2.1 and
the proof of 3.5]) we may assume N = A/I for some prime ideal I ⊂ A.
Also, A/I is not artinian, because Kdim A/I = d > 0. Since X ∈ D−f A,
E = ExtiXA/I is a noetherian right A/I-module. Let T ⊂ E be the
A/I-torsion submodule of E. For every regular element x of A/I, the right
multiplication of x induces an surjective map rx on E, because A/I +Ax
has lower Kdim than A/I. Clearly, rx is injective on E/T , whence rx induces
a bijection on E/T . This is equivalent to the statement that E/T is a right
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QA/I-module where QA/I is the total fraction ring of A/I. If E/T is
nonzero, then QA/I is a direct summand of a ﬁnite direct sum of copies
of E/I, which is ﬁnite over A/I. Hence QA/I = A/I, which contradicts
the fact that Kdim A/I > 0. Therefore, E/T = 0 and E = T . Since A is
FBN, there is a regular element x such that Tx = 0. Thus rx is a zero map
from E to E. Since rx is surjective on EE = 0. The ﬁrst assertion follows
by induction.
The second statement follows from a standard argument about projective
dimension.
By [WZ2, 5.1] and its proof, assertions in Lemma 1.1 hold for left noethe-
rian semilocal algebras. (A is semilocal if A/m is semisimple artinian where
m is the Jacobson radical of A.) Consequently, if A is FBN or left noethe-
rian semilocal and if M is a nonzero ﬁnite A-module, then
ExtiMS = 0 for some simple S(1.2)
if and only if 0 ≤ i ≤ pdM
We do not know under what hypotheses pdX = pd0X in general. One
may ask a slightly weaker question: If pdX < ∞, is pdX = pd0X? We
say A satisﬁes the Nakayama condition if for every right simple A-module
T there is a left simple A-module S such that T ⊗A S = 0. It is not hard
to check that semilocal rings and FBN rings satisfy the Nakayama con-
dition. One may also check that the ﬁrst Weyl algebra, which is neither
FBN nor semilocal, satisﬁes the Nakayama condition. It follows easily from
the deﬁnition that for every ﬁnite right A-module T , there is a simple left
A-module S such that T ⊗A S = 0.
Lemma 1.3. Let A be a noetherian algebra satisfying the Nakayama con-
dition. If X ∈ Dbf A has ﬁnite projective dimension, then pdX = pd0X.
Lemma 1.3 was proved in [BW, Proposition 2] when X is a module
instead of a complex.
Proof. Let d = pdX. Then ExtdXA = 0. Since ExtdAX− is
a right exact functor, by Watts’s theorem there is a natural isomor-
phism ExtdXN ∼= ExtdXA ⊗A N for all ﬁnite A-modules N .
By the Nakayama condition, there is a simple module S such that
ExtdXA ⊗A S = 0. Hence ExtdXS = 0.
We can prove a dual statement of Lemma 1.3 for noetherian PI algebras.
Lemma 1.4. Let A be a noetherian PI algebra. If X ∈ D+f A has ﬁnite
injective dimension, then idX = id0X.
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Proof. Let d = idX. We need to show that there is a simple A-module
S such that ExtdSX = 0. Suppose on the contrary that ExtdSX = 0
for all simple S. We use induction on Kdim N to show that ExtdNX = 0
for all ﬁnite A-modules N . Similar to the proof of Lemma 1.1, we assume
N = A/I for some prime ideal I. By [SZ1, 3.5], ExtdA/IX is a noethe-
rian left A-module. Any right multiplication of x on A/I induces a left
multiplication lx on Ext
dA/IX. Let x be a regular element of A/I. It
follows from the long exact sequence and the induction hypothesis that
lx  ExtdA/IX → ExtdA/IX is bijective. Thus the same argument
as in the proof of Lemma 1.1 implies ExtdA/IX = 0. By induction,
ExtdNX = 0 for all ﬁnite A-modules N , which contradicts the assump-
tion that idX = d.
Given a complex X, deﬁne
supX = sup	i 
 hiX = 0 and infX = inf	i 
 hiX = 0
where hiX is the ith cohomology of X. For any simple A-module S,
deﬁne
supSX = − inf	i 
 ExtiXS = 0
The following is elementary.
Lemma 1.5. Let A be left noetherian. If X ∈ D−f A, then
supX = sup	supSX 
 for all simples S
= − inf	i 
 ExtiXS = 0 for some simple S
Proof. Let s = supX and S be a simpleA-module. Then Ext−iXS = 0
for all i > s and Ext−sA XS = HomAhsX S. Therefore, the assertion
follows.
We say that X sup-homogeneous if supX = supS X for all simple
modules S. If s = supX, then X is sup-homogeneous if and only if
HomhsX S = 0 for all simples S. For example, the module AA is
sup-homogeneous.
We now deﬁne the depth, which is a dual notion of sup in some sense.
Let X ∈ D+A and S be a simple A-module. Deﬁne
depthSX = inf	i 
 ExtiSX = 0
and
depthX = inf	depthSX 
 for all simples S
We say thatX is depth-homogeneous if for any simple module S, depthS X =
depthX. By [BG, 1.11], if A is an afﬁne PI noetherian Hopf algebra, then
the module AA is depth-homogeneous.
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If A is a noetherian algebra with ﬁnite left and right injective dimension
and if M is a noetherian A-module, then there is a convergent spectral
sequence of A-modules (see, for example, [Le, (3.1)])
ExtpA◦ Ext qAMAA ⇒ p−qM =
{
M if p = q
0 if p = q (1.6)
This spectral sequence is called the double-Ext spectral sequence. For sim-
plicity, we usually write
ExtpA◦ ExtqAMAA ⇒M
A generalization of this was proved in [YZ, 1.7], where A is replaced by
a dualizing complex R over A. We use the generalized double-Ext spectral
sequence in the proof of Proposition 4.3.
Let A be a left noetherian algebra. We say that A is left AS-Gorenstein
(where AS stands for Artin and Schelter) if AA has ﬁnite injective dimen-
sion d, and for any simple A-module S, ExtiSA = 0 for i = d and
ExtdSA is a simple A◦-module. Right AS-Gorensteinness is deﬁned sim-
ilarly. We say that A is AS-Gorenstein if it is left and right noetherian and
left and right AS-Gorenstein. A result of [SZ1] says every noetherian local
PI algebra with ﬁnite injective dimension is AS-Gorenstein.
In the rest of this section we study some cases in which the left
AS-Gorenstein property implies the right AS-Gorenstein property. Let A
be a noetherian algebra with ﬁnite left and right injective dimension. If A
is left AS-Gorenstein, then (1.6) implies that S ∼= ExtdA◦ ExtdASAA,
where d is the injective dimension of A. If, moreover, A is semilocal, then
the number of isomorphism classes of left simple A-modules equals that of
the right simple A-modules. Hence the left AS-Gorenstein property implies
that every simple A◦-module S′ is isomorphic to ExtdASA for some sim-
ple A-module S and that ExtdA◦ S′A ∼= S. By the fact ExtiASA = 0
for all i = d (left AS-Gorensteinness), the possible nonzero terms in the
E2-page of the spectral sequence (1.6) are Ext
i
A◦ ExtdASAA. The
convergence of (1.6) implies that
ExtiA◦ S′A = ExtiA◦ ExtdASAA = 0
for all i = d. Therefore, A is right AS-Gorenstein. The next lemma is a
similar statement for the PI case.
Lemma 1.7. Let A be a noetherian left AS-Gorenstein algebra of ﬁnite left
and right injective dimension d. Suppose that either A is PI or every simple
right A-module is isomorphic to ExtdASA for some simple A-module S.
Then A is right AS-Gorenstein.
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Proof. If A is PI, then the assertion follows by the double-Ext spectral
sequence (1.6) and the fact that ExtiA◦ NA is artinian for all artinian
A◦-modules N [SZ1, 3.5 and 3.7]. The proof follows from the argument
given in the graded case [Zh, 0.3 and 1.1]. The details are omitted.
If every simple right A-module S′ is isomorphic to ExtdASA for some
simple A-module S, then the proof follows from the argument given in the
semilocal case before Lemma 1.7.
2. DUALIZING COMPLEXES
In this section we prove some (in)equalities by using dualizing complexes
over noncommutative rings. We refer to [Ye1, Ye2, YZ, WZ2] for basic
deﬁnitions and properties about dualizing complexes.
Given a dualizing complex R over algebras AB whereA is left noethe-
rian and B is right noetherian, there are associated functors
F− = R HomA− R  DA → DB◦
and
F◦− = R HomB◦ − R  DB◦ → DA
By [YZ, 1.3(2)], F F◦ is a duality between the triangulated categories
Df A and Df B◦.
Lemma 2.1. Let R be a dualizing complex over AB and X ∈ Dbf A.
Then idFX ≤ pdX+ idRB and pdFX ≤ idX − inf R. As a conse-
quence, X has ﬁnite projective dimension if and only if FX has ﬁnite injec-
tive dimension.
Proof. For the ﬁrst inequality, we need only consider the case when
X has ﬁnite projective dimension. We may assume that X is a bounded
complex of projective A-modules with X−i = 0 for all i > pdX. Hence
FX ∼= HomXR. By deﬁnition, R has ﬁnite injective dimension on both
sides. To compute the injective dimension of FXB, we choose R to be a
bounded bimodule complex whose terms are injective over B◦ and Rj = 0
for all j > idRB. By deﬁnition, HomXR is a bounded complex whose
terms are injective B◦-modules and HomXRk = 0 for all k > pdX +
idRB. This is saying that idFX ≤ pdX + idRB.
For the second inequality, we may assume X has ﬁnite injective dimen-
sion, say d. Let i = inf R and s = idRB. We may choose R to be a bimodule
complex whose terms are injective over B◦ and Rj = 0 for j > i and for
j > s.
For every ﬁnite B◦-module N , F◦N ∼= Hom B◦NR has inf at least
i and sup at most s. Hence ExtjAF◦NX = 0 for all j > d − i. By
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duality, ExtjB◦ FXN ∼= Ext jAF◦NX = 0 for all j > d − i. Thus
pdFX ≤ idX − inf R.
Suppose that A is a noetherian algebra with ﬁnite left and right injec-
tive dimension. Then R = A is a dualizing complex. Let X be in Dbf A.
By Lemma 2.1, X has ﬁnite projective dimension if and only if FX =
R HomXA has ﬁnite injective dimension. Since A has ﬁnite injective
dimension, if X has ﬁnite projective dimension, then it has ﬁnite injec-
tive dimension. It follows from the last sentence that X has ﬁnite projective
dimension if and only if it has ﬁnite injective dimension.
Let R be a dualizing complex over AB. We say that R is prebalanced
if
(1) for every simple A-module S, ExtiASR = 0 for i = 0 and
Ext0ASR is a simple B◦-module, and
(2) the same holds after exchanging A and B◦.
We say that R is normal if
idAR = id0AR = idRB = id0RB = 0
It is easy to see that A is AS-Gorenstein of injective dimension d if and
only if Ad is a normal prebalanced dualizing complex. In this case, both
AA and AA are depth-homogeneous.
The dualizing complexes constructed by Van den Bergh’s method (see
[VdB] and [WZ2]) for connected graded and semilocal algebras are pre-
balanced and normal [WZ2, 0.1]. By deﬁnition, if R is prebalanced, then
id0AR = id0RB = 0. Hence if R is prebalanced and if A is either PI (see
Lemma 1.4) or local (see [WZ2, 5.6]), then R is automatically normal. We
do not have any example of a prebalanced dualizing complex which is not
normal. The following is clear.
Lemma 2.2. Let R be a prebalanced dualizing complex over AB. The
functors Ext0A− R and Ext0B◦ − R induce a duality between the category
of ﬁnite length modules over A and the category of ﬁnite length modules
over B◦.
Lemma 2.3. Let R be a prebalanced dualizing complex. For any nonzero
X ∈ D+f A, we have id0A X = pd0B◦ FX.
Proof. Since X ∈ D+f A FX ∈ D−f B◦ [Mi, 2.6]. The assertion fol-
lows by Lemma 2.2 and the duality (see [Ye3, 4.2])
R HomASX ∼= R HomB◦ FX FS
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Lemma 2.4. Let R be a normal prebalanced dualizing complex. Let X ∈
Dbf A. If pdFX = pd0 FX, then idX = id0X.
Proof. By Lemmas 2.1 and 2.3,
idX = idF◦FX ≤ pd FX + idA R
= pd0FX + 0 = id0X ≤ idX
Lemma 2.5. Let R be a prebalanced dualizing complex. For any nonzero
X ∈ D+f A, we have depthS X = − supFS FX and depthX =
− supFX. Consequently, depthX <∞.
Proof. The assertions follow from Lemma 1.3 and the duality
R HomASX ∼= R HomB◦ FX FS
It follows from the foregoing that X is depth-homogeneous if and only
if FX is sup-homogeneous.
Lemma 2.6. Let R be a prebalanced dualizing complex. For any nonzero
X ∈ D+f A, we have depthX ≤ supX − inf R.
Proof. By Lemma 2.5, depthX ≤ − inf FX. It is clear that inf FX ≥
− supX + inf R.
3. PROOF OF THEOREM 0.1
In this section we prove the homological identities in Theorem 0.1. Ideas
are from [Jo1] and [Jo2].
Proposition 3.1. Let A be a left noetherian algebra and let XY ∈
Dbf A be nonzero. If pdX = pd0X <∞ and Y is sup-homogeneous, then
supRHomAXY  = pdX + supY
Proof. The inequality “≤” is obvious and holds for any complexes X
and Y . To prove the inequality “≥”, we assume that Yj = 0 for all j > s =
supY . Since Y is sup-homogeneous, HomhsY  S = 0 for all simples S.
Since pdX = pd0X = d, there is a simple S such that ExtdXS = 0. For
this S, we consider an exact sequence of complexes,
0 −→ Z −→ Y −→ S−s −→ 0
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where the map Y → S−s is induced by a nonzero map hsY  → S. We
have an induced long exact sequence
· · · → Extd+sA XY  → Extd+sA XS−s → 0→ · · · 
where
Extd+sA XS−s = ExtdAXS = 0
Therefore, Extd+sA XY  = 0, and the assertion follows.
Corollary 3.2. Let R be a prebalanced dualizing complex over AB.
Let XY ∈ Dbf A be nonzero. If X is depth-homogeneous and pdFY  =
pd0 FY  <∞, then
supRHomAXY  = id0 Y − depthX
Proof. The assertion follows by Lemma 2.3, Lemma 2.5, Proposition 3.1,
and the duality
RHomAXY  = RHomB◦ FY  FX
The condition pdFY  = pd0FY  < ∞ holds for right noetherian
semilocal algebras B or algebras satisfying the Nakayama condition, includ-
ing FBN rings (see Lemma 1.3). Hence we have the following version of
Bass’s theorem.
Theorem 3.3. Let R be a normal prebalanced dualizing complex over
AB, where A and B◦ are noetherian algebras satisfying the Nakayama
condition. Assume that A is depth-homogeneous. If X ∈ Dbf A is nonzero
with idX <∞, then idX = depthA+ supX.
Proof. By [WZ2, 5.1] and Lemma 1.3, pdY = pd0 Y for Y ∈ Dbf B◦ of
ﬁnite projective dimension. By Lemma 2.4, idX = id0X for all X ∈ Dbf A
of ﬁnite injective dimension. By Corollary 3.2,
supX = supRHomAAX = id0X − depth A
which is equivalent to the required identity.
The Auslander–Buchsbaum formula can be derived from Theorem 3.3.
Theorem 3.4. Assume the hypotheses of Theorem 3.3. If Y ∈ Dbf B◦ is
nonzero with pdY <∞, then
pdY + depthY = depthA = depthB
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Proof. Write X = F◦Y . Hence Y ∼= FX. Since Y ∈ Dbf B◦X ∈
Dbf A. By Lemma 2.1, X has ﬁnite injective dimension as Y has ﬁnite
projective dimension. The Nakayama condition and Lemma 1.3 imply that
pd0 Y = pdY . It follows from Lemmas 2.3 and 2.4 that
idX = id0X = pd0 Y = pdY
By Lemma 2.5, depthY = − supX, and by Theorem 3.3,
− supX = depthA− idX
Combining these identities, we have
depthY = depthA− pdY
Setting Y = B in the foregoing identity, we obtain that depthB = depthA.
The assertion follows.
Proof of Theorem 0.1(1) and (2). Since A is AS-Gorenstein, Ad is a
normal prebalanced dualizing complex and A is depth-homogeneous of
depthd. The assertion follows from Theorems 3.3 and 3.4.
Next we prove a version of the no-holes theorem. We start with the
following lemma.
Lemma 3.5. Let A be FBN, X ∈ D−f A nonzero, and i an integer. If
ExtiAXS = 0 for all simples S, then there exist YZ ∈ D−f A such that
X ∼= Y ⊕ Z in DA and
supZ < −i < −pdY
Proof. We may assume X is a complex of projective ﬁnite A-modules
and assume that i = 0, i.e., Ext0AXS = 0 for all simples S. Consider the
complex at the position i = 0,
· · · → X−1 → X0 → X1 → · · · 
Let N = X0/imX−1. By Lemma 1.1 and deﬁnition,
0 = Ext0XN = HomNN/imHomX1N
Hence the identity map N → N factors through N → X1. Namely, the
map N → X1 splits. Hence X1 ∼= N ⊕Y 1 and N is projective. This implies
that X0 ∼= N ⊕ imX−1 and imX−1 is projective, and that X−1 ∼= Z−1 ⊕
imX−1 and Z−1 is projective. Therefore, X is isomorphic to the complex
· · · → X−2 → Z−1 → 0→ Y 1 → X2 → · · · 
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By denoting
Z = · · · → X−2 → Z−1 → 0→ 0→ 0→ · · ·
and
Y = · · · → 0→ 0→ 0→ Y 1 → X2 → · · · 
we have X = Y ⊕ Z and pdY < 0 and supZ < 0.
Part (1) of the following is a dual version of Lemma 3.5.
Lemma 3.6. Assume that R is a prebalanced dualizing complex over FBN
algebras AB.
(1) If X ∈ D+f A is nonzero such that for some i, ExtiSX = 0 for
all simples S. Then there exist YZ ∈ D+f A such that X ∼= Y ⊕ Z in DA
and
id0Y < i < depthZ
(2) If X ∈ D+f A is nonzero and indecomposable (i.e., X = Y ⊕ Z
for nonzero YZ in DA), then
ExtiSX = 0 for some simple S if and only if depthX ≤ i ≤ id0X
Proof. (1) Since X ∈ D+f A FX ∈ D−f B◦. The condition
ExtiSX = 0 is equivalent to the condition ExtiFX FS = 0.
When S runs over all simple A-modules, FS runs over all sim-
ple B◦-modules. Applying Lemma 3.5 to the complex FX of B◦-
modules, we obtain FX ∼= V ⊕ W and supW < −i < −pdV . Then
X ∼= F◦FX ∼= F◦V  ⊕ F◦W . By Lemmas 2.3 and 2.5, we see that
depthF◦W  = − supW > i and id0 F◦V  = pdV < i.
(2) is a consequence of (1).
For semilocal algebras, Lemmas 3.5 and 3.6 were proved in [WZ2, 5.10
and 5.11]. Now we are ready to prove part(3) of Theorem 0.1.
Proof of Theorem 0.1(3). We consider only the FBN case. In the semilo-
cal case, the assertion can be proved in the same way by using [WZ2, 5.10
and 5.11].
If ExtiSM = 0 for some simple S, then, by deﬁnition, depthM ≤
i ≤ idM . For the other implication, we assume that i is between depthM
and idM and want to show that ExtiSM = 0 for some simple module
S. Suppose this is not true. By Lemma 3.6(1) there exist YZ ∈ D+f A
such that M ∼= Y ⊕ Z in DA and idY < i < depthZ. Obviously, Y ∼=
h◦Y  = M1 and Z ∼= h◦Z = M2. Hence M ∼= M1 ⊕M2 and idM1 <
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i < depthM2. The hypothesis depthM ≤ i ≤ idM implies that both M1
and M2 are nonzero. By Theorem 0.1(2), idM1 = d. But by Lemma 2.6,
depthM2 ≤ supM2 − inf R = 0− −d = d
because R = Ad. This is a contradiction.
Corollary 0.2 follows from Theorem 0.1 and [BG, 1.14], which states that
every noetherian afﬁne PI Hopf algebra with ﬁnite left and right injective
dimension is AS-Gorenstein.
4. PROOF OF THEOREMS 0.3 AND 0.5
The main idea of proving Theorems 0.3 and 0.5 is to analyze dualizing
complexes. We start with some well-known facts. We say an A-module M
is fs-artinian if every ﬁnite A-submodule is artinian.
Lemma 4.1. Let A be FBN. Then injective hulls of fs-artinian modules are
fs-artinian.
Proof. Every FBN ring satisﬁes the strong second layer condition
[GW, p. 183]. The assertion follows from [GW, 11.4]. To see this, we take
a ﬁnitely generated submodule M of the injective hull of an fs-artinian
module. This is an essential extension of a ﬁnite semisimple module. Thus
every associated prime ideal is maximal, and M is annihilated by a ﬁnite
product of maximal ideals. Therefore, M is artinian.
Lemma 4.2. Let M be a ﬁnite module over a left noetherian algebra A.
(1) HomM− commutes with direct limits.
(2) If the functor HomM− is exact on modules of ﬁnite length, then
it is exact on fs-artinian modules.
(3) If A is FBN or semilocal complete and HomM− is exact on
modules of ﬁnite length, then M is projective.
Proof. (1) This is standard (see [Po, Chapter 3]).
(2) Since A is left noetherian and every module is a union of ﬁnite
submodules, the assertion follows from the hypothesis and (1).
(3) Let S be a simple A-module and let E be an injective hull of S.
Then by Lemma 4.1 for the FBN case and by [Ja, 1.1] for the semilocal
case, E is fs-artinian, and hence E/S is fs-artinian. Applying HomM− to
the short exact sequence
0→ S → E → E/S → 0
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we obtain an exact sequence
0→ HomMS → HomME → HomME/S
→ Ext1MS → Ext1ME = 0
By (2), HomM− is exact on fs-artinian modules, then Ext1MS = 0.
By (1.2), M is projective.
Proposition 4.3. Let A be a complete semilocal left noetherian algebra,
let B be a complete semilocal right noetherian algebra, and let R be a normal
prebalanced dualizing complex over AB. Then the following three condi-
tions are equivalent:
(1) A is AS-Gorenstein.
(2) A is left AS-Gorenstein.
(3) AA is depth-homogeneous, and the functor Extd−A is exact on
A-modules of ﬁnite length where d = depthA.
Consequently, if A is left AS-Gorenstein, then it is right noetherian and right
AS-Gorenstein.
Proof. (1) ⇒ (2) and (2) ⇒ (3) are clear.
(3) ⇒ (1). By Lemma 2.5, supR = −depthA = −d, and for any
A-module M of ﬁnite length, we have
ExtdAMA ∼= HomB◦ 'FM
where ' = h−dR. Since R is prebalanced, by Lemma 2.2, F and F◦ are
exact functors on modules of ﬁnite length. This implies that Hom'−
is exact on B◦-modules of ﬁnite length. By Lemma 4.2(3), 'B is projec-
tive. Since AA is depth-homogeneous, HomB◦ ' S = 0 for all simple
B◦-module S, and hence 'B is a progenerator. Let i = inf R. Since 'B
is a progenerator,
inf R HomB◦ 'R = inf R HomB◦ BR = inf R = i
In particular,
ExtiB◦ Ext−dA AR R = ExtiB◦ 'R = 0
and ExtjExt−dAR R = 0 for all j < i. The convergent double-Ext
spectral sequence (see [YZ, 1.7] or the comment after (1.6))
ExtpExtqAR R ⇒ A
shows that i = −d, because the boundary maps passing through i−d
position are all zero and only pp terms may survive. Therefore,
R = 'd. Now R = 'd has projective dimension d as a complex of
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B◦-modules, and by Lemmas 2.3 and 2.4, A = F◦R has injective dimen-
sion d as an A-module.
Since 'B is a progenerator and since A = End'BA is Morita equiv-
alent to B. Hence A and B are (two-sided) noetherian. Since 'B has ﬁnite
injective dimension (because R is a dualizing complex), BB and hence
AA have ﬁnite injective dimension. By a result of Zaks [Za, Lemma A]
idAA = idAA = d. In particular, any shift of A is a dualizing complex
over A.
Since ' induces a Morita equivalence between A and B, the prebal-
anced property of 'd implies the prebalanced property of Ad, which is
equivalent to AS-Gorensteinness of A.
Corollary 4.4. Let A be a semilocal noetherian PI algebra. Then the
following two conditions are equivalent:
(1) A is AS-Gorenstein.
(2) AA is depth-homogeneous, and the functor Ext
d−A is exact on
A-modules of ﬁnite length where d = depthA.
Proof. By [WZ1, 4.3] the hypotheses in (2) hold for A if and only if the
same holds for its completion Â with respect to its Jacobson radical. By
[WZ1, 1.3(1)], A has ﬁnite injective dimension if and only if Â has. It is
easy to check from these facts that A is AS-Gorenstein if and only if Â is.
So by passing to completion, we may assume A is complete.
By [WZ2, 0.2], there is a prebalanced dualizing complex over AB for
some noetherian complete semilocal PI algebra B. Therefore, the assertion
follows from Proposition 4.3.
If A is local, then every prebalanced dualizing complex over AB is
normal [WZ2, 5.6] and A is trivially depth-homogeneous.
Proof of Theorem 0.5. Assume that A has ﬁnite left injective dimension
and that we wish to prove that A has ﬁnite right injective dimension. Since
A is local, AA is trivially depth-homogeneous. By Bass’s theorem in [WZ2,
6.2(1)], idA = depthA = d. Thus the hypotheses of Corollary 4.4(2) can
be easily checked, and the assertion follows from Corollary 4.4.
A similar statement holds for certain afﬁne PI algebras (e.g., afﬁne PI
Hopf algebras). We need to review some deﬁnitions and results for afﬁne
PI algebras. If A is a noetherian afﬁne PI algebra, then it is well known
that the Krull dimension (Kdim) is equal to the Gelfand–Kirillov dimension
(denoted by GKdim) for any ﬁnite A-module. To follow the notations in
[YZ], we use GKdim instead of Kdim in the rest of this section.
Let R be a dualizing complex over AB. For every A-module M , the
grade, or the j-number, of M with respect to R is deﬁned as
jM = inf	i 
 ExtiAMR = 0
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We say that A is Auslander if (a) for every ﬁnite A-module M , every q,
and every nonzero B◦-submodule N of ExtqMR one has jN ≥ q,
and (b) the same holds after exchanging A and B◦. We say that R
is GKdim-Macaulay if GKdim M = −jM for all ﬁnite A-modules
(and B◦-modules) M .
If R is a prebalanced dualizing complex over AB where A and B are
noetherian afﬁne PI algebras, then it is normal by Lemma 1.4. Recall that
an algebra over k is ﬁltered noetherian if there is a ﬁltration such that the
associated graded ring is connected graded and noetherian. The following
is a result of [YZ, 6.9].
Lemma 4.5. If A is an afﬁne PI algebra which is ﬁltered noetherian, then
there is an Auslander, GKdim-Macaulay, normal, prebalanced dualizing com-
plex R over A.
Lemma 4.6. Let A be a left noetherian afﬁne PI algebra and let M be a
ﬁnite A-module such that HomAMS = 0 for every simple A-module S.
Then GKdim M = GKdimA.
Proof. We may assume that A is prime. In this case it sufﬁces to show
that M is faithful. If not, that M is an A/I-module for some nonzero ideal.
Pick c ∈ I, a central regular element of A. Then Ac−1 is afﬁne PI. Let S
be a ﬁnite-dimensional simple Ac−1-module. Then c  S → S is bijective,
so S is a simple module over A. But HomAMS = 0, a contradiction.
We now prove a version of Corollary 4.4 for noetherian afﬁne PI algebras.
It is not hard to show that prebalanced dualizing complexes over noetherian
PI algebras are Auslander and GKdim-Macaulay. (The proof is similar to
that of [SZ1, 3.10].)
Proposition 4.7. Let R be an Auslander, GKdim-Macaulay, and prebal-
anced dualizing complex over afﬁne PI algebras AB, whereA is left noethe-
rian and B is right noetherian.
(1) If A is depth-homogeneous, then R = 'd for some AB-
bimodule ', where d = GKdimA = depthA. (In this case we call R
Cohen–Macaulay.)
(2) If A is depth-homogeneous and Extd−A is exact on ﬁnite-
dimensional modules where d = depthA, then A is AS-Gorenstein.
Proof. (1) Let p = depthA and ' = h−pR. It follows from Lemma
2.5 that supR = −p and that ExtpSA ∼= Hom'FS. Since A is
depth-homogeneous, Hom'FS ∼= ExtpSA = 0, where FS ranges
over all simple B◦-modules by Lemma 2.2. Applying Lemma 4.6 to the
B◦-module ', we obtain GKdim ' = GKdimB.
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Since R is Auslander and GKdim-Macaulay, inf R = jBB = −GKdimB.
It also follows from the same properties that
supR = −p ≤ jExt−pAR = j' = −GKdim' = −GKdimB
Thus R = 'd, where d = p = − inf R = jAA = GKdimA.
(2) First, it follows from (1) that R = 'd, where d =depthA =
GKdim A. Since ExtdA−A is exact on ﬁnite-dimensional modules,
HomB◦ '− is exact on ﬁnite-dimensional modules. By Lemma 4.2(3),
'B is projective. Therefore, AA is injective by Lemma 2.1. By Theorem 3.3,
idAA = depthAA = d.
Since AA is depth-homogeneous, HomB◦ ' S′ is nonzero for any simple
B◦-module S′. Hence 'B is an progenerator. By the deﬁnition of dualizing
complex, A = End'B, which implies that A and B are Morita equivalent.
Therefore, A and B are two-sided noetherian. Also, since 'B is a progen-
erator, idBB = id'B <∞. By Morita equivalence, AA has ﬁnite injective
dimension.
Finally, it is easy to check that depthAA =idAA implies that A is left
AS-Gorenstein by using double-Ext.spectral sequence (1.6). By Lemma 1.7,
A is also right AS-Gorenstein.
As a consequence of Lemma 4.5 and Proposition 4.7, if A is a ﬁltered
noetherian afﬁne PI algebra and if A is left AS-Gorenstein, then A is right
AS-Gorenstein.
To prove Theorem 0.3, we need the following lemma of [BG, 1.11].
Lemma 4.8. LetH be a Hopf algebra and let d = inf	i 
 ExtikH = 0.
(1) For every ﬁnite-dimensional H-module V , d = inf	i 
 Exti
VH = 0.
(2) ExtdH−H is exact on ﬁnite-dimensional modules.
Proof. Part (1) is from [BG, 1.11], and part (2) also follows from the
proof of [BG, 1.11], we repeat their argument here. By [BG, 1.3], if V
is ﬁnite dimensional, then there is a natural isomorphism ExtdHVH ∼=
ExtdHkHomkVH. Now HomkVH ∼= H ⊗ V ∗ is an exact functor on
V , and every H ⊗ V ∗ is projective as H-module. Thus given any short exact
sequence of ﬁnite-dimensional H-modules,
0→ V1 → V2 → V3 → 0
we have a splitting short exact sequence of H-modules,
0→ HomkV3H → HomkV2H → HomkV1H → 0
which implies that the functor Extd−H is exact on ﬁnite-dimensional
H-modules.
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Combining Proposition 4.7 and Lemma 4.8, we have the following.
Proposition 4.9. Let H be a noetherian afﬁne PI Hopf algebra. Suppose
that H admits an (Auslander, GKdim-Macaulay), prebalanced dualizing com-
plex. Then H is AS-Gorenstein.
Proof. By Lemma 4.8, H is depth-homogeneous and ExtdH−H is
exact on ﬁnite-dimensionalH-modules, where d = depthH. Then the result
follows from Proposition 4.7.
It follows from Proposition 4.9 that Brown’s question [Br, Question A]
is equivalent to the following:
Does every noetherian afﬁne PI Hopf algebra admit a prebalanced dualizing
complex?
Proof of Theorem 0.3 and Corollary 0.4. If H is ﬁltered noetherian,
then, by Lemma 4.5, H admits an Auslander, GKdim-Macaulay, prebal-
anced dualizing complex. Hence Theorem 0.3 follows from Proposition 4.9.
If H is a ﬁnite module over its noetherian center, then by [YZ, 6.13
and 6.14], H is ﬁltered noetherian, and Corollary 0.4 follows from
Theorem 0.3.
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